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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Let me talk about the development of new detector using indium phosphide semiconductor for a measurement of low energy solar neutrinos. The collaborator of this project consist of some member from ICRR, ICEPP for Univ. of Tokyo, and Hamamatsu Photonics Solid State division. 



Motivation

Allowed region obtained by
combined results and KamLAND

Survival probability for solar 
matter oscillation below 1MeV
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Y.Suzuki@Neutrino2004

Neutrino energy

mixing angle θ12 is not well determined compared with θ23 obtained by Atm. ν.
Survival probability could increase at 5MeV or less  in case of LMA solution,  
and  the value of probability depends on θ12.

pp/7Be solar neutrino spectrum gives us precise θ 12

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Motivation of this project is the precise measurement of neutrino oscillation parameter , especially theta_12 within a few degree.  As you know, the results from all solar neutrino experiment have been established to electron neutrino oscillation, and the allowed region by global fit was restricted in this LMA region. Independently, KamLAND observed anti-electron neutrino oscillation from the Kashiwazaki-reactor, and they gave us much smaller allowed  region on the delta-m squere, however, the mixing angle is not so narrower than one obtained by atmosphric neutrinos.  In the LMA, the survival probability could show upturn around 4MeV and become flat below 1MeV. The value depends on the mixing angle like this. Therefore, low energy solar neutrinos could give us the precise value of mixing angle. 
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Capture of low energy solar neutrinos by 115In

115In + νe → 115Sn* + e-

115Sn*(4.76µs) → 115Sn + 
γ1(115keV) + γ 2(497keV)

R.S.Raghavan Phs.Rev.Lett37(1976)259

Requirement for the detector

1. Good energy resolution :  
10%(FWHM)

2. Fine segmentation (104-105)
3. High efficiency γ detection

Nuclear Physics A 748 (2005) 333-347
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● Advantage
・ large cross section (~640SNU)
・ direct counting for solar neutrinos
・ sensitive to low energy region

(Eν ≧ 125keV)
・ energy measurement (Ee = Eν － 125keV)
・ triple fold coincidence to extract neutrino 

signal from huge BG (e1 +γ2 + γ3 )
● Disadvantage
・ natural β-decay of 115In

(τ1/2 = 4.4 × 1014 yr , Ee≧498keV)
・ possible BG due to correlated  

coincidence by radiative Bremsstrahlung

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
In order to observe such low energy solar neutrinos, Raju Raghavan proposed that 115 indium has a large cross section for the capture of electron neutrinos with the energy greater than 115keV. This means that the pp-neutrinos are sensitive for this reaction. Most important feature is that the exited state of 115 Tin decays with two gamma emission within 4.8micro sec, therefore triple fold coincidence could be used for the extraction neutrino signal from huge background. Unfortunately, 115 indium decay into ground state of tin by natural beta decay. This might produce correlated background, so it requires that the detector should have good energy resolution, good spatial resolution or fine segmentation, and high detection efficiency for detecting those gamma. 



Semi-Insulating InP semi-conductor
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high pressure
chambar

Inner chambar

http://www.sei.co.jp/sc/technical/inp.html

Product  : 
Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.
Crystal growth method:
Vapor Pressure controlled 
Czochralski (VCZ)

EPD ～5,000cm-2

Conduct Semi-insulation

Dopant InP(Fe)

Resistivity (4.9～5.2)×107Ωcm

Mobility (2.8～2.7)×103cm2V-1s-1

Thickness 456～459µm

Diameter 50.00mm

Orientation (100)±0.03°

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
In this time, we used semi-insulating InP semi-conductor for this R&D. The crystal growth method is Vapor Pressure controlled Czochralski (VCZ), and the characteristics of this wafer is very high mobility and small lattice defect. This semi-insulating has unique feature that the registivity is high and depends on the temperature as usual semi-conductor.  So it is not required such a pn-junction to suppress dark current. This detector could operate solid state chamber. 
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Possible InP detector for solar neutrinos

 Multi-pixel structure for large area detector
 High Z scintillator surrounding InP detector detect γs
 4tons of 115In detector for low energy solar ν
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Indium Project on Neutrino Observation for Solar interior
(IPNOS) experiment 

scintilator

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
We have developed InP semi-conductor detector. Assuming 1cm squere size,  we have to make multi-pixel structure like this for large area. Also for the detection of gammas, high Z scintillator should surround InP detector like this way. Assuming 4tons of InP detector,  whole detector consist of total 1million multi-pixel detectors and a few hundred tons of scintillator. We named this project, Indium project on Neutrino Observation for solar interior (IPNOS).    



Semi-insulating InP cell detector 

 SI InP cell detector using VCZ-InP
wafer (product of Sumitomo 
Electric K.K.)

 Cooled by dry-ice (T = -79 degree) 
 Response for gammas from radio-

active sources 
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Mounted in vacuum chamber 
Surface size:          
10mm×10mm×0.2mm

(6mm×6mm×0.2/0.23/0.28/0.45mm)
Electrode : 
・ Ohmic contact
・ evaporated Au base metal
・ Insulator (SiN) to avoid leak current

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
We have developed cell detector using semi-insulating VCZ InP wafer. Size of the detector is 11mm square, and 0.2mm in thickness. The electrode is evaporated by Au based metal. To avoid leak current, insulator SiN was coverd around edge of the detector. In order to reduce dark current, this detector should be cooled by some coolant such as Dry-Ice. Therefore, the detector should be mounted in the vacuum chamber.



Principle of charge collection  
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 Induced charge : dQ = qdx/d
 Using Hecht formula,

 For full collection (Le+Lh～d)  Q=Q0

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
For the detection of radiation, InP detector observed charge same technique as usual semiconductor detector. Bias  voltage was applied for electrode. The carrier generated in the detector moved along to the electric filed. So electron moves to plus side, and the hole move to other direction. Generally speaking, the charge is induced on the surface of electrode due to this carrier motion, and the value is obtained by Hecht formula. Total charge could be calculated by this way if the carrier might be trapped before reaching electrode. Therefore, the charge depends on the drift length and the position. Assuming full charge collection, the charge should be same as generated charge.   



γ spectrum measured by InP detector
 InP detector should be cooled 

(-79 degree using Dry-Ice)
 Clear photo-peak was 

observed, but two peak 
structure 

 Lower peak: induced charge 
generated by drift of carrier 
(electron and hole) 

 Higher peak: full charge 
collection 

 Energy of electron-hole pair 
production : 3.5eV 

 Energy resolution : 
25%@122keV for induced 
charge peak (intrinsic : 3%)
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Actually InP cell detector observed gammas from several radio-active sources. These figures show the charge distribution of 122keV gammas from 57Co,  81keV gammas from 133Ba, and 60keV gammas from 241Am, respectively. Bias voltage corresponds to 200V, 300V, and 500V. You can see clear photo-peak for each gamma-ray, however, two peak structure was found. Lower peak corresponds to induced charge generated by the drifting of carrier as explained last page, and higher peak is formed by full charge collection. Using this peak, an average energy of electron-hole pair production is obtained by 3.5eV, and the energy resolution is 25%@122keV for induced charge peak. An intrinsic energy resolution seems to be 3% for full charge collection.



Spectral shape  and simulation

 Assuming,Le~200µmand Lh~30µm, two peak structure could be 
reproduced by induced charge and full charge collection. 
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
This two peak structure was explained by the simulation using Hecht formula and full charge collection. Assuming drift length for electron and hole to be 200 micron and 30micron, respectively, the spectral shape was reproduced for every gammas.



Optimization for detector thickness
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Other detector (6mm time 6mm area) with several thickness was tested to observe gamma photo-peak. Within 300micron, full collection peak was found, and energy resolution looks same. However, at 450micron thickness, single peak due to induced charge was found but full charge collection, and slightly worse resolution. 
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Observation of internal 115In β decay and 
correlated backgrounds

 CsI(Tl) scintillator : detect 
radiative Bremsstrahlung
and other coincidence events 
with InP detector

 CsI crystal size : 
50mm×50mm×20mm 

 radiation shield : lead in 5cm 
thickness and oxygen free 
copper in 1cm thickness

 4-π active veto plastic 
counter : veto cosmic ray 
muon
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Next I would like to explain the background observed in InP cell detector. In this time, we tried to measure internal 115indium natural beta decay and correlated backgrounds. For detecting correlated backgrounds such as radiative bremsstralung, low background CsI scintillator located in front of InP detector. The crystal size is 50mm times 50mm times 20mm. For low rate of measurement, we constructs radiation shield with 5cm thickness of lead and 1cm thickness of oxygen free copper. InP and CsI detectors located inside of this shield, and 4pi active veto plastic counter surrounds this shield in order to veto cosmic ray muon.



115In β-decay signal in InP detector

 Observed spectrum 
has different shape 
from the expected 
one  by β decay of 
115In.

 Events with E<100keV 
seem to be noise due 
to the vibration

 Events with E>300keV 
seems to be another 
backgrounds
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
For the measurement of 115-indium natural beta decay, self-trigger events (however not triggered by CsI scintillator) from InP cell detector was chosen. Here shows the energy distribution of those events. Red cross corresponds to simulation using the life-time. Observed spectrum has different shape from the expected one by the simulation. Events with E<100keV seems to be noise due to vibration, because we have already known such kind of noise might happen during data taking. On the other hands, events with E>300keV seems to be caused by another backgrounds. 



U/Th contamination in SI InP wafer
 According to BG 

measurement using 
low-BG Ge detector, 
amount of U/Th
contamination are 
evaluated by 5X10-11

g/g and 3X10-11g/g,
respectively .
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Independently, we have measured U/Th contamination in the semi-insulating InP wafer using low background Germanium detector which is located in the Kamioka mine, and an amount of U/Th are evaluated by 5 time 10 to -11 g/g and 3 times 10 to -11 g/g, respectively.



β−decay spectrum with U/Th backgrounds
 Assuming U/Th

backgrounds, the 
spectral shape with 
E>300keV seems to 
be consistent with the 
observed spectrum.
214Pb(Emax=670keV) 
214Pb(Emax=730keV)
212Pb(Emax=334keV)
234Th(Emax=106keV)

 Another source of β−
decay with 
E>300keV? 
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Assuming those amount of U/Th contamination, the spectral shape of the simulation look like this red cross. This is almost consistent with observed data. This is, however, assumption, so we have to consider other possibility such as anoter source of beta decay in the E>300keV. 



Backgrounds inside of Shield
Measurement of large area Si 
detector

Measurement of CsI scintillator
detector
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No peak of gammas （β
spectrum of U/th?）

Several peaks of   
gammas from U/Th
decay

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Next we measured the background inside of the shield. Instead of InP detector, large Si photodiode and CsI scintillator are located inside the shield independently, and measured the energy spectrum. In Si detector, observed spectrum looks no peak from gammas, so it looks beta spectrum from U/Th background including surrounded materials. On the other hands, CsI scintilator observed clear peak of gammas which is well known by U/Th decay series. 



Observed coincidence backgrounds
 Coincidence background 

was observed. 
 CsI scint. detects external 

gammas from U/Th decay 
 InP (Si as a reference) 

detects internal/external 
βs from U/Th decay.

 No significant radiative
Bremsstrahlung from 115In 
β decay was observed. 

need more statistics
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Concerning those backgrounds, coincidence events between InP detector and CsI scintillator was measured by each detector as shown in upper figures. As reference, same events but Si detector instead of InP was observed in lower figures. Energy spectrum of Si looks same as self trigger events as shown in previous page, and they should be beta spectrum from U/Th, on the other hands, CsI scintillator observed clear gamma peak. This is also same situation as InP detector and CsI scintillator. These spectrum indicates no significant radiative Bremsstralung from 115-indium which is expected 1180events in this data taking.



Uncorrelated BG for solar ν experiment
 InP signal (ev#1) and 

scintillator signals (ev#2 
with E~116keV and ev#3 
with E~497keV)  within 
10ms Gate

 Uncorrelated BG: 5×10-6 

events/day/module
= 10 events /day/whole 
detector =2.0X106 

modules
 U/Th in InP wafer should 

be reduced ~1/10
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Assuming those background as uncorrelated (accidental), we could treat events in InP signal and CsI scintillator with in 10ms gate, and obtain 5 time 10 to -6 events/day/module (5time5 cell detector), which equals to 10 events/day/whole detector. For measurement of low energy solar neutrinos, number of signal is assumed by order of few events, so we should reduce U/Th background to be 1/10.



 InP detector observed clear peak of γs
 Induced charge due to drift of carrier (electron and hole) 

generated by radiation.
 Average energy of carrier production : 3.5eV
 Energy resolution : 25% 
 No significant backgrounds related to radiative

Bremsstralung of 115In                need more statistics
 Amount of Internal U/Th contamination should be 

reduced by 1/10 in order to keep S/N~1

Next step : IPNOS phase-I (10kg InP in LXe) 
 Low background (&low temperature) environment inside of LXe
 A few events per year for pp solar neutrinos, but… 
 Demonstrate actual performance for low energy solar ν
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Conclusion

18

Vertical Bridgeman method

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
In conclusion, InP detector observed clear photo peak of gammas, and those are induced charge due to drift of carrier. An averaged energy of electron-hole pair production and energy resolution are obtained by 3.5eV and 25%, respectively. For improving resolution, we will use new wafer which is growth by vertical bridgeman method. No significant backgrounds related to radiative Bremsstralung was observed, but an amount of U/Th contamination in the wafer or surrounded materials should be reduced by order of ten. Next step, we will demonstrate actual performance for low energy solar neutrinos which is IPNOS phase-I experiment. In this point of view, we will use liquid xenon as external scintillator, and coolant itself. Also self-shielding feature could give us low background environment. Assuming 10kg InP detector in LXe, a few events per year for pp solar neutrinos, but this is actual demonstration for detecting low energy solar neutrinos. 



Prototype of multi-pixel InP detector
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New concept for IPNOS phase-I experiment

InP multi-pixel detector inside of 
Liquid Xenon. 

30cm cubic chamber (like XMASS 
100kg prototype) includes ~10kg 
InP detector
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Here is image view of IPNOS phase-I detector. 6 InP multi-pixel detector located in LXe surrounded like cubic. 30cm cubic chamber which is almost same as XMASS 100kg prototype includes 10kg InP detector. In this configuration, scintillation light generated by gammas from InP will be received by same of next side of InP detector. Therefore InP detector should be able to observe not only electron but scintillation light. We have already known the InP detector is also sensitive room light. For increasing sensitivity of light, we have to modify shape of electrode or materials of electrode, and will test the new InP detector using scintillation from liquid xenon this year. 
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